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Many factors define an optimum route for your deliveries; Even something as simple as a canceled order can throw a wrench into the works. With Routieque’s 
powerful optimization tools, you can adjust routes based on the most current activities in your database, with no surprises. It accounts for your 
customers specific delivery window requests, adapting and adjusting routes as the drivers are delivering orders day by day. It’s more than 
a GPS, it’s a customer service tool. Routieque even has routing specialists standing by to assist with developing new routing 
and adjusting routes that already exist. After all, time is money, and an optimal route will save you both.

Intelligent delivery scheduling & Optimized route planning

Flexible and Easy 

Improved Satisfaction

Cost Savings

Improved accuracy

War Room Map Feature

Routes can be planned in seconds using complex 
calculations. With 95-98% accurate optimization, 
lost opportunity costs are reduced significantly. 
Also reserves the ability to edit routes after optimi-
zation to accommodate for last minute changes or 
customer requests. 

Delivery windows - add and accommodate 
customer constraints.  

Daily re-optimization - advanced algorithms 
allow plans to be recalculated in seconds.

Order Optimization - automatically matches 
orders with proper vehicle and route.

Driver satisfaction will be improved through 
reduced delivery hassles to increase 
productivity and avoid frustration. 

Optimal route planning also provides 
environmental benefits by reducing your 
carbon footprint.

The ability to monitor what your drivers are 
doing on the road helps you communicate to 
your customers their estimated time of 
delivery Improving driver productivity. 

Cost Savings through better routes and 
reduction of distance traveled enables you 
to keep a check on fuel expenses ensuring 
optimal use of your resources. 

Overall cost savings gives you the ability 
to expand your business but not your 
bottom line.

Customer service will be improved by aligning 
the sales process with warehousing and 
transportation, improving information flow. 
This allows better understanding of where your 
trucks are and the status of each delivery.

Improved reporting of routes and analytics 
allows you to track gross profit per truck, 
fuel used, miles traveled etc. Ensuring 
accurate real time data of the delivery at the 
correct location


